The characteristics of gait disturbance and its relationship with posterior tibial somatosensory evoked potentials in patients with cervical myelopathy.
Prospective case control study. This study is to investigate the gait characteristics of cervical myelopathy (CM) and to assess the relationship between presence of abnormality of posterior tibial somatosensory evoked potential (PTSEPs) and gait parameters. Many of CM patients suffer from gait disturbance so that the assessment of walking ability and its restoration are one of main concerns. The patients were recruited who had suffered from gait disturbance and were diagnosed as CM by cervical magnetic resonance image (MRI). All subjects underwent three-dimensional gait analysis and PTSEP. Normal persons were recruited as control groups and underwent gait analysis. The CM patients were divided into two groups such as normal and abnormal SEP groups, and two groups were compared as to presence of signal change in MRI and gait parameters. CM groups revealed significantly lower gait velocity, decreased step length and stride length, and increased double support time. They showed significantly decreased maximal knee flexion angle in swing phase, the decreased plantarflexion angle at push off, and the increased maximal dorsiflexion angle at swing phase in comparison with control group. Abnormal SEP group demonstrated the lower gait velocity and cadence, smaller plantarflexion angle at push off and the larger maximal dorsiflexion angle at swing phase in comparison with normal SEP group. There was no significant relationship between presence of SEP abnormality and signal change of MRI. CM patients compensated stabilizing balance by decreasing gait velocity and step length as well as increasing step width and double support time. Considering the presence of abnormality of PTSEP was closely related to typical gait characteristics of CM patient, the gait deviation of CM patients was attributed to impaired proprioception of lower limbs and poor stability.